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GLOSSARY

HE - high explosive

JwL - Jones, Wilkins, and Lee (equation of state)

MAGEE and HEMP - LASL and LLL mesh codes, respectively.

Mesh calculation or code - using the Lagrangian method where each (ordinarily quadrilateral) computation
cell represents a fluid element

MOC - method of characteristics
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NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF TRE CYLINDER TEST

by

W. Fickett and L. M. Scherr

.

I. INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

The cylinder test evaluates high explosive performance in
short-time applications. We study the accuracy of its calcula-
tion by a two-dimensional (time-dependent)Lagrangian mesh code.
The principal comparison is made with a more accurate calculation
of the steady flow near the front by the method of characteristics.

Refining the computation mesh produces a surprising artifact:
a large pressure bump on the axis produced by a spurious conical
wave originating at the detonation frontrs edge. Nevertheleas, the
quantities of interest, late wall displacement and velocity, are
accurately calculated. With 13 lateral computation cells, after
10 mm of wall motion the error in arrival time is +0.07 vs, and
the error in mean velocity, which fluctuates from reverberations,
is less than 0.03 mmfps.

The cylinder test is commonly used to evaluate

HE performance when propelling metal shells over

-lo lls.1 It has also been used to study less homo-

geneous explosives with longer reaction times.2 As

part of a project to evaluate detonating explosives

models used in numerical hydrodynamics calculations,

we studied the accuracy of a two-dimensional (time-

dependent) Lagrangian mesh code calculation of the
3cylinder test, extending the results of Wilkins.

We compared the results from the Los Alamoa

Scientific Laboratory (LASL) mesh code MAGEE with a

steady-state calculation by the more accurate method

of characteristics (MOC),4 calculations made with

the similar Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) code

REMP,5 and some features from a precise LASL experi-
6

ment. The main results were

(1) As the calculation mesh is refined below

the typical size (13 lateral cells) of rou-

tine calculations, a surprising artifact

appears. A spurious conical wave that

starts at the front’s edge in the HE propa-

gates along the tail of the Prandtl-Meyer

rarefaction attached to the front, and

(2)

converges to produce a pressure peak on the

axia, where the preesure as a function of

longitudinal distance should have a plateau

at less than half this value. This arti-

fact seems to be typical in some mesh codes

of this type.

Despite this unpleasant artifact, the cal-

culated wall position and local mean wall

velocity (averaged over reverberations) are

accurately calculated and have a reasonable

mesh size dependence. With 13 lateral

cells, the error in arrival time after the

wall has moved 10 mm is +0.07 PS in the

acandard geometry of 15.4-mm initial outer

radius. The error in mean wall velocity at

this displacement is approximately zero.

Its sign is difficult to determine because

of the irregularity of the calculated re-

verberations, whose peak-to-peak amplitude

ia 0.25 mm/us, but its magnitude is proba-

bly ~0.03 Ud)K. With so few cells, the

early wall motion is off: the calculated

mean velocity over the first reverberation

is about 8% too high.

1



II. CONFIGURATION AND TYPICAL RESDLTS

Figure 1 shows the cylinder test geometryl
7

and a typical experimental wall mtion. Some char-

acteristic values for the explosive PBX 9404 are

given in Table I, in which L is the distance from

the left end of the test HE and R is the outer wall

radiua. Most of the values are for a transverse

wall displacement R - R. of 20 mm, as shown on the

left-hand side of the dynamic view in Fig. 1. The

flow becomes steady (in a frame attached to the

front) when the front has traversed about four HE

diameters. The quantity ususlly measured is wall

displacement vs time at fixed L. The quantity ~ in

Table I is the mean mass density over the cross sec-

tion when the wall at the measuring station has

reached this expansion.

III. PROPERTIES OF THE MOTION

Our calculational model asaumes the usual, sim-

plest detonation model. The reaction is instanta-

neous; the front is plane and moves at the (constant)

Chapman-Jouguet velocity, with sonic flow directly

behind it.

We compared our calculation with those in Ref.

4, which used the mere accurate method of character-

istics (MOc). It makes the additional assumption

that the flow is steady in a frame attached to the

front. We use its results to display some of the

physics of the problem. This calculation was done

for both slab and cylindrical geometry. First we

discuss the simpler slab case, which is a slab of

HE between two flat metal plates. The side and rear

boundary conditions are p = O, thus the flow is su-

personic everywhere behind the detonation front.

With these assumptions, the resulta scale in

lateral size. At fixed time, any dependent variable

q of the flow field may be written as

q-f(r, zf-z) ,

where Zf is the position of the front. For an ob-

server of the

q=

If all radial

wall at fixed z

g(t); t = (zf - z)/D .

dimensions are increaaed by k, we have

q =[f kr, k(z - Zf)lD]

and for the observer at fixed z

q = g(t); t = k(z - Zf)/D .

A. Slab

Figure 2a shows the r-z diagram. A centered

Prandtl-Meyer rarefaction wave propagates from each

intersection of the front with the wall. Only the

tail characteristic of the fan is shown. The situa-

tion is complicated by the interaction of these two

rarefactions. If the HE were laterally sami-infi-

nite, so that there were only one rarefaction, the

TAELE I

TYPICAL CYLINDER TEST

Distance, time

measurement at fixed L = 248 mm (9.75 in.), and at

wall displacement r = 20 P (values below are for
this displacement)

in time t = 12.6 US (from first motion)

wall velocity at R - R. = O mm: U = 0.84 !JU@3

R -Ro=5 mm: u - 1.5 lmnlps

R -Ro-20mm: u = l.? mmlpa

as wall moves 20 mm, front moves 110 mm

Mass, energy

wall mass per HE masa = 2.19

late wall energy per HE chemical energy ~ 0.5

Mean atate at R - % =20mm

;/P. = 1/7; p(~/po) ~7014Pa

on axis: px713~a

at wall: ~ = O (fluctuating from reverberations)

Experimental error7 (standard deviations)

= 0.5% (= 0.063 ps at r = 20 mm)
‘t

au = 1% (- 0.017 mm/ps at r = 20 mm)

Explosive,7 PBX 9404

P. = 1.840 Mg/m3, D = 8.8 mm/ps, p = 37 GPa,
Y = 2.85

2



characteristics issuing from the corner would be

straight lines and each would have a constant state

along it.

The shock in the copper stands at the matching

angle. A centered rarefaction moves back from its

intersection with the free surface and reverberates

in the plate in the usual way, where the outward-

facing waves are compressions and the inward-facing

waves are rarefactions. The first region behind

the tail of the Prandtl-Meyer waves is nearly con-

stant and is changed only by the Prandtl-Meyer wave

from the opposite boundary. Some of the character-

istics from the lower Prandtl-Meyer wave are only

sketched in because the code’s output list gives

only their intersections with the center line and

the HE/copper interface. The characteristics are

strongly refracted and spread apart; all those

shown originate within a very small angle at the

lower corner and thus carry a small range of pres-

sure. The pressure at point A, 0.641 pJ, is only

0.5Z below that at point O. This pressure change

ia reduced further by reflection at the interface,

so that the axis pressure is constant at p = 0.449

PJ to eight figures between points B and C. Figure

2b shows the axial pressure profile. The regions

of decreasing pressure are caused by the front

Prandtl-Meyer wave and by the subsequent rarefac-

tiona from the free surface. Pressure profiles vs

lateral position are shown in Fig. 2c. Their struc-

ture is easily correlated with the x-t diagram.

Again we see that the departures from the case of

semi-infinite HE are small; for example, in that

case there would be no change in pressure beyond

point X on the z/rE = 0.5 profile.

B. Cylinder

The cylinder case shows the effects of radial

convergence. The initial slope of the characteris-

tics in the corner of the Prandtl-Meyer waves is

unchanged, but they are now curved not only because

of interaction with the wave from the opposite side

of the tube but also because of the cylindrical ge-

ometry. The radial convergence not only lowers the

first plateau pressure considerably from 0.41 to

0.14 PJ but also moves the plateau to the rear and

widens it from BC to B’C’ in Fig. 2c.

The output list does not contain sufficient in-

formation to construct an x-t diagram like that in

Fig. 2a, but the general effect is seen by consider-

ing the displacement and lengthening of the central

plateau. The characteristic from point B’ reaches

the inner wall of the copper at z/rE = 8.22, r/rE =

2.25. Figure 3 shows three pressure profiles vs

lateral distance; pressure vs longitudinal distance

will be shown in Sec. V.

c. Tail Wave

A flash x-ray photograph of the slab case,

Fig. 4, shows prominent lines that indicate a densf-

ty bump lying approximately along the tail character-

istic of the Prandtl-Meyer wave. These lines are

misleadingly prominent; detailed examination shows

that the film density rise from local minimum to

local maximum is only about 0.075 Mg/m3. Other

x-ray photographs of similar configurations show

this phenomenon with varying degrees of prominence;

in some it is absent. Assuming it is “real,” i.e.,

not caused, for example, by something like an air

gap or hardened surface layer on the copper, it

could arise in one of two ways. First, with a suf-

ficient change in the copper and HB equations of

state, the pressure-angle rarefaction and shock loci

(polars) could cross in a way that would indicate

the formation of a small shock building up along the

tail of the rarefaction. Second, an HE reaction

zone of appreciable length might produce this ef-

fect. We know of no detailed study of this problem,

but many schlieren photographs of gas detonations,
9

such as that shown in Fig. 5, show similar promi-

nent waves coming from the edge. Of course in the

gas there may be more of a boundary layer effect,

but the walls are incompressible. In our case, we

do not know how important this boundary layer may be.

The MAGEE calculation, with its artifical vis-

cosity, has a finite shock thickness. For similar

numerical reasons, the chemical reaction must occur

over several time steps in the calculation, giving

rise to a small but finite reaction zone. With suf-

ficiently ffne zoning, the calculation shows, as

mentioned earlier, a spurious conical wave propagat-

ing in along the tail of the Prandtl-Meyer rarefac-

tion. Perhaps this tells us that physically we

should expect such a disturbance when the front has

a finite thickness.

3



Iv. ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS

Here we consider the unavoidable intrusion of

the adjustable parameters (dials) of our calcula-

tional tool. These fall into two categories. When

comparing with another calculation or an exact so-

lution, the constitutive relations are not in ques-

tion; however, we are concerned with the numerical-

method dials, such aa the computation-cell size and

shape and the form and amount of artificial viscosi-

ty. To compare

know whether we

tions.

Appendix A

MAGEE code, the

and some of the

with experiment, we also have to

have the right constitutive rela-

describes the main features of the

dials and options that must be set,

problems of using it.
4

The MOC calculation with which we compare

makes several assumptions. The front in the HE is

a plane surface of discontinuity in which reaction

is completed inatantaneously. It moves at (plane)

Chapman-Jouguet velocity, so that the flow directly

behind it is sonic. The flow is steady in the frame

attached to the shock; one consequence of this is

that it is everywhere superonic behind the front, ao

that the rear boundary condition (essentially ambi-

ent pressure) does not explicitly enter the calcula-

tion. Finally, the copper is treated as a fluld.

With the exception of omitting the material strength

of the copper, these assumptions are probably quite

good for

The

are

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

the real system.

main numerical-method dials and switches

computation-cell size, shape, and distri-

bution,

form and amount of artificial viscosity,

whether or not to allow slip at the HE and

copper Interface,

method of “burning the explosive,” i.e.,

of propagating the detonation, and

particular set of difference equations

used.

Further, for this application, where we run a

time-dependent calculation until it becomes steady,

we must ensure that the detonation has run far enough

so that a steady state is achieved and also that the

rear boundary condition used in the calculation has

a negligible effect on the results.

We have not made a systematic quantitative

study of the effect of cell.shape or distribution,

4

but some results are given in the axial-presaure-

bump artifact discussion (Sec. V). We also discuss

our comparison of longitudinally graduated and uni-

form meshes in Sec. V.

We generally used the atandard (default) arti-

ficial viscosity, which is the Richtmeyer-von Neumann

quadratic form described in Appendix A. Different

viscosity forms and amounts were used in the pres-

sure-bump study.

The method of propagating the detonation, des-

cribed in Appendix A, consists of programming a

plane initiation front to move at the Chapman-Jouguet

detonation velocity. Reaction ia initiated in each

particle when it passes into this front and proceeds

rapidly at a constant rate to completion. The re-

action time is normally the time required for the

detonation front to cross one computation cell. With

this method, the peak pressure at the front does not

become steady until the front has traveraed ’50

cells. An example of a steady axial-pressure pro-

file is given in Sec. V. The HEMP code uses a dif-

ferent recipe for propagating the detonation. HE2fF

gives lateral pressure profiles near the front that

fall off less rapidly toward the edges than the ones

in our MAGEE code.

The form of the difference equations i.anot a

built-in adjustable parameter of the program. How-

ever, we were ao disturbed by the axial-pressure

bump that we modified the program to try the “Green’s

transformation” acceleration equations (see Appendix

A); this made little difference. The resulta, des-

cribed in Sec. V, are qualitatively similar in all

cases.

To compare with the MOC calculation, we must

achieve steady flow. Steady flow to 20 mm of wall

displacement is achieved between three (L = 75 mm)

and four (L = 100 mm) HE diameters from initiation.

In one set of experiments,
7
the time for a 20-mm

wall displacement changes by 0.1 pa or 1% between

L = 75 mm and L = 100 mm, and by smaller amounts be-

yond L = 100 mm.
6

In another experiment, no system-

atic difference could be detected between L = I?O

and L = 250 mm, which is the standard measurement

station. At L = 120, 140, 160, and 180 mm, our cal-

culated times varied by <1 part in 10 000 for 10 mm

of wall motion and by <1 part in 1 000 for 20 ISII.

We thus achieve steady flow, but at a significant

cost in calculation time.



As expected, the exact choice of the rear

boundary condition has little effect; we generally

used a continuative rear boundary. Changing to a

rigid rear boundary (a severe perturbation that pre-

vents all backward motion of the detonation products

across the initiating plane) changed the time for a

20-mm wall displacement at L = 100 mmby <1 part in

20 000.

The cylinder test is generally used to deter-

mine the HE equation of state; therefore, we are not

concerned here with uncertainties in its equation of

state. In performing this calibration, it would be

desirable to know the properties of the copper case.

HOW serious are errors here? We expect the hydro-

static part of the equation of state to make little

difference at late times because the case pressure

rapidly drops to zero. The principal confinement

agency is the mass of the case, with some contribu-

tion from the hoop strength of the material. In one
7

set of calculations, replacing the copper by the

same mass of ductile steel increased the 20-mm dis-

placement time by only 1%; replacing the ductile

steel by mild steel increased the time over that for

copper by 2.8%; and increasing the yield strength of

the copper from Y. = 0.3 GPa to Y = 1 GPa increased
o

the calculated time by 1.3%. We repeated this last

comparison and got 1.1%.

v. RESULTS

We have presented data analysis and display de-

tails in Appendix B, calculation specifications in

Appendix C, and data tables in Appendix D. In all

of our calculations, we used the description “1O + 3

lateral cells” to mean 10 lateral cells in the ~

and 3 in the copper. Where the mesh is refined to

“20 + 6 lateral cells,” the longitudinal cell dimen-

sion is also halved ao that the cells retain their

shape. All results are presented as seen by an ob-

server at fixed z, with wall displacement as the in-

dependent variable.

A. Mesh Calculations vs MOC

Figure 6 shows the axial pressure vs distance

behind the front. All of the calculations except the

uPPer solid curve discussed below have been carried

to a steady state. The front positions for MAGEE

coarse, MAGEE fine, and HIMP are L = 285, 162, and 97

mm, respectively. The true solution (MOC calcula-

section. The coarse (10 + 3 lateral cells) MAGEE

calculation shows the typical blunting at the front

due to artificial viscosity, with the peak pressure

down to about 85% of its true value. The mesh is

coarse enough to smooth the plateau details, but

agreement farther to the rear is good. The sur-

prise comes when the mesh is refined. For the fine

mesh (20 -1-6 lateral cells) MAGEE calculation, the

front pressure rises to 92% of the correct value

and the fall toward the plateau is more nearly cor-

rect; however, there is a large hump in the middle

of the plateau with a peak pressure that is over

double the correct value. To keep this fine mesh

calculation alive, we had to remove rear net sec-

tions closer to the front than we wished, with the

result that the points shown are all we have. Also

shown ia a finer mesh (25 + 5 lateral cells) HEMP

calculation run for us by E. L. Lee of LLL. Be-

cause this calculation is for a slightly different

explosive (PBX 9404 described by the JWL equation

of state instead of LX04-01 described by the Wilkins

equation of state) and metal (copper with material

strength), a quantitative comparison cannot be made;

however, it gives the same spurious pressure peak.

Brian Lambourne of the UK Atomic Weapons Research

Establishment also ran calculations for us with that

Laboratory’s code (similar to MAGEE). His results

were similar to ours.

We did many more calculations to study this

phenomenon. Most of these calculations used our

standard fine mesh, but with one less cell in the

copper, i.e., 20 + 5 lateral cells, and square cells

in the ~. We found that

(1) The bump first appears early in the run.

It is not present with the front at L = 35

~, but is clearly evident at L = 50 mm.

It becomes nearly steady at L = 100 mm,

with slight growth in peak pressure beyond

this point.

(2) Changing to slab geometry reduced but did

not completely remove the bump, thus con-

firming the importance of cylindrical con-

vergence.

(3) Changing the HE equation of state from the

Wilkins form to a simple y-law had no ef-

fect.

tion) has the plateau discussed in the previous

5



(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Changing the rear boundary condition had no

effect; free, continuative, and fixed rear

boundaries were tried.

Replacing the MAGEE acceleration equations

by the “Green’s transformation” (HEMP) form

gsve stiilar results to the calculation

with the HEMP code itself (Fig. 6), pro-

ducing a small increase in peak pressure of

the bump.

Reducing the lateral cell spacing in the

copper by a factor of 4 had no effect, but

reducing the copper density to 0.1 lfg/m3

eliminated the bump. These results suggest

that some type of wall interaction is re-

sponsible.

Increasing the coefficient of the standard

quadratic artificial viscosity flattened

the bump and moved it away from the front.

With a linear combination of linear and

quadratic viscosities, increasing the co-

efficient of the linear part increased the

peak pressure of the bump.

Halving only Ar in the HE increased the

peak pressure of the bump, moved it toward

the front, and added a second smaller bump

near the back end of the plateau. Halving

both Ar and Az sharpened the bump, raised

its peak pressure, and moved it toward the

front. Halving Ar and doubling Az flat-

tened the bump and moved it away from the

front. Recall that these changes alao

change the viscosity, which is proportional

to cell area.

C. L. Mader has performed some additional cal-
10

culations with his 2DL and2DE11 codes. The2DL

code is a Lagrangian code patterned after MAGEE; 2DE

is a newer Eulerian code. These calculations use a

constant-pressure rear boundary condition with dif-

ferent values of the specified pressure, both sharp-

ahock and CJ-volume burns, and fine (20 + 4 lateral

cells) and very fine (40 + 8 lateral cells) meshes.

Most of them were carried to a front L of 35 to 45

mm. All of these show similar smoothly monotone

profiles with no hint of a bump or plateau. One 2DL

calculation with a sharp-shock burn, fine (20 + 4)

mesh, and rear-boundary pressure of 4 GPa was car-

ried to a front L of 63 mm. Its axial pressure

profile, shown as the upper solid curve in Fig. 6,

6

appears to be forming a plateau, but lies well above

the steady solution. The fine MAGEE calculation at

the same front L (see item 1 in the variations

above) has a profile not very different from the

steady fine MAGEE curve of Fig. 6, with an obvious

bump. We cannot explain this difference. Much more

work is needed to understand the cause of this arti-

fact.

We now consider the calculated wall motion.

The three mesh calculations compared with MOC were

the coarse (10 + 3) and fine (20 + 6) MAGEE calcu-

lations described above, and the finer mesh (32 + 6)

HEMP calculation reported by Wilkins.
3

Unfortu-

nately, the HEMP calculation extends to a displace-

ment of only 5 mm. The choice of to, the time at

which the wall motion begins, is described in Ap-

pendix B.

Figure 7 shows the early wall motion for HOC

and the mesh calculations in various combinations.

The complete wall motions are compared in Fig. 8.

Figures 8C through 81 make comparisons at two mag-

nifications by displaying differences of the calcu-

lated times At from the times given by a smooth

reference tune

At = tc(R) - tr(R) ,

where tc is the time at R from the calculation in

question,.and tr is the time from the reference

curve at the same R. The two reference curves used

are

1. linear

t=(R - Ro)/1.3

2. exponential (see Appendix B)

u = 0.7912 llU1l/1.lS
o

u = 1.551 mmlps.

A
X = 2.56 mm.

The linear reference curve gives a magnification of

’14 times, and the exponential reference curve gives

a magnification of -35 times.



All of the mesh calculations show some irregu-

larities in the reverberations,with the finer meshes

giving more nearly the correct period, but with finer

scale irregularities. The mean velocity is too

large in the O < x < 1 range (the first reverbera-

tion), too small in the 1 < x < 4 range, and very

nearly correct for x > 4. If we arbitrarily define

the mean velocity over the first reverberation as

the slope of the line in x-t joining the first two

inflection points (initial point and first inflec-

tion point for MOC), we find percentage deviations

for this mean velocity from MOC as follows. The

mean velocity is determined in each case from the

two points listed.

MOC ---- from points 1 and 9

Coarse MziGEE + 8.6% from points 3 and 10

Fine MAGEE i-5.4Z from points 2 and 9

HENP + 4.8% from points 2 and 9

Figure 9 shows the wall velocities calculated

by MAGEE and MOC.(these are not given for the HENP

calculation). The coarse NAGEE shows fairly regular

reverberations of about the right magnitude, a mean

frequency about 15% low, and a curious flattening of

some of the lower peaks. The fine MAGEE is puzzling

because the reverberations become somewhat irregu-

lar. Once the initial transient is over, the enve-

lope of the two MAGEE calculations agrees fairly

well with MOC.

B. NAGEE vs H and Experiment

Figure 10 compares more realistic MAGEE and

HEMP calculations and two experiments. The results

shown are for the HE PBX 9404-03. Both calculations

used the JWL equation of state with the &A param-

eters (p
~
= 37.0 GPa) given in Table II of Ref. 7.

All results are presented as time differences from

the exponential reference curve of Appendix B, with

parameters

u = 0.835 uUR/~S,Um = 1.788 mm@, ; = 3.58 mm.
o

Because the JWL equation of state constants

were determined by calibration to the LLL experiment,
7

we expected and found that the HEMP calculation

closely reproduced that experiment. Although there

is s late arrival time difference between the LASL6

and LLL7 experiments, which are about the Same Size

as the quoted LLL error, the velocity is similar af-

ter the first several millimeters of wall motion.

The LASL points are as reported, with no smoothing.

The LLL points are as reported in Ref. 7. The LLL

experiment was one of a set covering many explosives;

it did not attempt to look closely at the early mo-

tion. The LASL experiment was a single, high-preci-

sion effort with special attention given to the ear-

ly motion.

The MAGEE calculation shows a late time veloci-

ty of about 1.5% less than HEMP and an arrival time

velocity 0.16 ps later. The arrival times were ar-

bitrarily aet equal at a 2-mm displacement (eee Ap-

pendix B). We cannot account for this difference.

Both calculations used the same HE equation of state.

The computational net was identical toward the end

of the stick; the HEMP net was longitudinally gradu-

ated as described in Ref. 7, whereas the NAGEE net

was longitudinally uniform. Substituting the HEMP

longitudinally graduated net in the MAGEE calcula-

tion increased the discrepancy: it made the arrival

time at 20-mm displacement 0.025 us later while leav-

ing the late time velocity unchanged. The other dif-

ference is in the copper description. MAGEE and HEMP

used the same elastic-plastic model that had a yield

strength Y. of 0.3 GPa. The copper equation of state

used in the HEMP calculation waa not reported; we

used the standard LASL copper equation of etate des-

cribed in Appendix C. Slight differences here as an

explanation of the discrepancy are ruled out by the

insensitivity to variations in the wall material (at

constant cross-sectional mass) described in Sec. IV.

Figure 11 comparea the early wall motion calcu-

lated by NAGEE with that measured in the LASL experi-

ment. The difference is very nearly the same as that

between the MAGEE and MOC calculations seen in Sec.

V.A. Here the MAGEE velocity over the first rever-

beration is 8.3% higher than experiment, whereas

(with the same mesh), MAGEE was about the Sme amount,

8.6%, higher than MOC in Sec. V.A. We conclude that

most of the difference between MAGEE and experiment

is due to the coarse MAGEE mesh and that a finer mesh

calculation would give much better agreement.
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APPENDIX A

THE MAGEE CODE

Here we briefly describe the main featurea of

the two-dimensionalLagrangian computer code NAGEE.

Difference Equations

The equations for advancing the node poaitiona

and computing the cell volume from the node posi-

tions are the standard ones.
10,12

There are several

different equations available for computing the ac-

celerations from the stresses. Herrman~3 described

many of these and evaluated their performance on a

selected set of prescribed dfatortions of the mate-

riel. MAGEE uses the “force gradient” equations,

with the first of the two alternative waya of ap-

proximating the denominator given by Herrmann.

HEMPS uses the “Green’s transformation” equations.

The energy advance is alao very similar in the dif-

ferent codes and is based on simple analogs of

Wlz
NAGEE has the option of slip or no-slip at a

material interface, i.e., letting the two materials

slide freely past one another, or, in effect, gluing

them together so that there is no relative motion.

The method used is eimilar to that described in Ref.

5. In our calculation, the copper moves forward

faster than the HE near the front, and vice versa to

the rear. In the no-slip case, a numerical boundary

layer of one-cell width develops on either side of

the interface to SI.1OWslip to occur in the rest of

the material. In a fluid, such as in the HE deto-

nation products, there ia no resistance to this

ahesring deformation of the cells. The sample out-

put in Appendix C includes results with and without

slip.

. .
e=pv.
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Material Strength

The model used, which is described in Ref. 14,

is ususlly referred to as the linearly elastic, per-

fectly plastic, or Hooke’s law-von Mises model.

Linearly elastic refers to the stress and strain de-

viators, and not to the hydrostat, which retains its

usual nonlinearity. The yield surface is a circle

in a stress-deviator space with perfectly plastic

flow (e.g., no work hardening) after yield.

HR “Burn”

The HE is “burned,” that is, the detonation is

initiated and propagated by a chemical reaction that

proceeds at a constant rate and is initiated on a

surface that moves away from the initiating surface

at constant velocity D. (In complicated geometries,

the calculation of the initiating surface may re-

quire a Huyhgens construction; here the initiating

surface is a plane.)

The equation of state as given consists of a

function ~(p, e) or ~(p, p) describing the detona-

tion products, together with a value of eo for the

unreacted explosive that yields the desired CJ state

when substituted into the Hugoniot and Chapman-

Jouguet relations

value of e. we decide to use in the MAGEE calcula-

tion (we take e. = O for this purpose). As an ex-

ample, take a y-law for ~(p, e)

A

P(P, e) = (y - l)pe .

The complete form is

P(P, e, x) = (Y - 1) P(e + AQ) ,

with e* = O.

The progress of the reaction is described by a

reaction rate r

~=r=;(p,e,~) .

The energy advance equation is unchanged by the

presence of reaction, being (for a fluid)

A constant reaction rate

-1
r=~ ; T = k Azo/D

S(P, P) - e
0 =;P(VO - v)

p2:2(p, P) = p/(vo - v) ,

where c is sound speed,

P222(P,P) = (P + sv)/’2p ,

is ueed with reaction time T, depending on the ini-

tial cell thickness Azo, the constant detonation ve-

locity D, and a constant multiplier k, which is nor-

mally one. Reaction starts in cell i at an ignitfon

time t
i

‘i
=Zilll+ ,

with the subscripts p and v denoting partial differ- where Zi is the distance of the center of cell i from
entiation. Our burn method requires a “complete” the initiating plane. Thus, the value of ~ in cell
equation of state F(P, e, A) which describes the mix- i is a function of time alone.
ture of reacted and unreacted explosive. For the

complete equation of state we choose the simple form A=Ofort<ti ,

T(p, e, x) = ~[p, e - e* + A(Q + e*)] ,

with the heat of reaction Q numerically equal to the and
given eo, and the value of e* chosen to make the

calculated initial pressure of the unreacted explo-

sive, ~(Po, eo, ~ = O), equal to zero for whatever

a=t -t= fort.~t<t,+ T,
1. 1. J.

A=lfOrt>ti+T .
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at the initiating plane is treated like the

Note that for that cell, ti = to, so that

it begins to react immediately.

In our calculation, the peak pressure at the

wave front increaaes with distance of run. In a

typical caae (our coarse mesh), the peak pressure is

very nearly a hyperbolic function of distance. using

the cell number n of the peak-pressure cell in place

of distance, this relation is

P - P* =-k/(n-3) ,

P* = 0.86 pJ, k = 28.3 GPa .

The peak pressures are shown in Fig. A-1. They os-

cillate slightly after reaching their highest point

at cell 55.

Time Step

The time step is set from a stability condition

that is based on an approximate linearized stability

analysis, plus a safety factor. Without artificial

viscosity, one could use a value close to the Courant

condition At = Azlc, where Az is the length of the

smaller side of the cell and c is the sound speed.

With artificial viscosity, the complete stability

condition gives values of about one-third or one-

fourth the Courant value; experience confirms that

such a value worka well. Values observed in actual

runs in this work are about one-eighth the Courant

value and sometimes appreciably smaller when the

cells in the rear become distorted.

Artificial Viscosity

The standard artificial viscosity is the von

Neumann-Richtmeyer quadratic form

q = B PA (V/v)2; V : l/fl

. ( ‘+1-v94~+’4oVlv = v

B = 1.44 ,

where the index n denotes the time step and

cell area. Other forms are also available.

Cell Distortion

The main problem with programs of this

computation-cell distortion. The offending

are those near the intersection of the rear

A the

type ia

cells

boundary

with the copper/HE interface. Ordinarily, these

cells become sufficiently distorted to stop the cal-

culation; the stop is postponed, but not eliminated,

by an ad hoc automatic cell-reshaping mechanism——

built into the program. Allowing slip aggravates

the problem. Giving the copper some elastic strength

stiffens it enough to reduce the cell distortion

greatly, thereby allowing the slip option to be used.

In the calculations used to compare with MOC,

which used fluid copper, cell distortion was a aeri-

ous problem. The calculation could be run for a

longer time by periodically removing a rear section

of the net and applying a continuatlve boundary con-

dition to the freshly exposed surface, but even 60

we were unable to carry the calculation as far aa we

would have liked.



APPEWDIX B

DISPLAY

Reference Curve

In presenting some of the wall motion results,

we use tine differences from smooth reference curves

for greater magnification. The exponential refer-

ence curve is based on a simple exponential function

for u(x)

(
A

-xixu=uo+(ua-uo) l-e )

,-.
with parameters Uo, u-, and x. This integrates to

t = U:l( {[-1 -xl;x + 2 log U. Um - (I.IQ- uo)e
1}) .

In presenting t-x results, we must determine

to, the time at which the wall begins to move. This

is poorly determined in a mesh calculation because

of the gradual initial acceleration due to artifi-

cial viscosity and finite cell size. Extrapol?ition

from an early segment of the curve is unsatisfactory

because the velocity is rapidly changing. For all

of our calculations, we arbitrarily picked to to

match the MOC time at 1.88 mm of wall displacement

in Sec. V.A and the LLL experiment time at 2 mm in

Sec. V.B. For the HEMP calculations,
1,3

we used the

to values as reported.

Eulerian from Lagrangian Velocities

MAGEE calculate Lagrangian (particle)veloci-

ties. We need the Eulerian radial velocity at a

fixed Z, that is, (~R/Elt)z. These velocities are

related by

(aR/at)z= (~R/&)h- (3R/ZIz)t(3z/3t)h ,

where subscript h denotes a Lagrangian (constant par-

ticle) derivative. The Lagrangian radial and longi-

tudinal velocities on the right side are printed out

by the code. The wall slope at fixed time, (3R/3z)t,

waa estimated by difference. The second term on the

right side fluctuates somewhat but is relatively

small, typically 1.5% of the first term.

Data Collection

The MAGEE data for comparison with MOC (Sec.

V.A) were collected by a patch to MAGEE, which at

specified times interpolated wall positions and ve-

locities to s set of specified values of z. Using

this patch has a very slight effect on the results,

inasmuch as MAGEE shortens each time step that would

bracket a specified time so as to land right on the

specified time. In Sec. V.B, the data were read from

the printout at a given time. Once steady flow is

attained, the one set of data are of course related

to the other set by

R =R; zf-z=Dt ,

where Zf is the front position. The use of the patch

is convenient in checking for steadiness because the

results are obtained at given z.
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APPENDLX C

MOC CALCULATION SPECIFICATIONS AND DETAILS

some

The MOC calculation is described in Ref. 4, and

of its assumptions are discussed in Sec. III.

The HE is

LX-04-01, P. = 1.865 @m3

D = 8.48 lllU1/PS,y = 2.726,

represented by the Wilkins

p = a Vb +B(l - w/RV)e-Rv

v z Vlv
o

ESp[e - e* +A(Q+ e*)]
o

a= - 0.08335 GPa

b=-4

B = 594.3 GPa

R=4

w = 0.4

poQ = 11.26 GPa

pee* = 24.2828 .

p = 35.994 GPa ,

15
equation of state

-1-WEIV

We give the complete form of the equation of state

described in Appendix A since it is also used in a

MAGEE calculation (the HOC calculation needs the

equation of state only for A = 1).

per is represented by the equation

p = 140.7 u+287.1v2+ 233.5P3

U: PIP- 1, PO=8.90 .0

The (fluid) cop-

of state

The original calculation has a unit HE radius and a

20

wall thickness of 0.203. For an HE radius of 12.7

mm, the corresponding wall thickness is 2.5781 mm,

whtch is slightly less than our standard of 2.6 mm.

The standard coarse mesh (10 + 3) for the MAGEE

calculations is

300 longitudinal cells: Az = 1.5 mm

10 + 3 lateral cells: Ar= 1.27mm (HE)

Ar = 0.866... mm
(copper).

The fine mesh (20 + 6) has all cell dimensions re-

duced by a factor of 2. Unless otherwise stated,

all MAGEE calculation used the standard parameters

described in Appendix A, a continuative rear bounda-

ry condition, and the dimensions listed in Table I.

In Sec. V.A (compare with MOC), the MAGEE cal-

culation uses the same equations of state and di-

mensions as MOC, thus no material strength for COp-

per, and no slip.

In Sec. V.B, all calculations are for the HE

PBX 9404, PO = 1.84 Ffg/m3

D = 8.8 mm/Us, y = 2.85 p = 37.0 GPa ,

represented by the JWL equation of state7

( )‘=A1-+e‘R’”+‘(l-i+)e-R2v‘%

v = Vlvo

E= po[e - e*+l(Q+e*)]

A = 854.45 GPa

B = 20.493 GPa

u = 0.25

5 = 4“6



R2 = 1.35 a= - 4.9578323 x 104 (GPa)2
o

POQ = 10.2 GPa
al

= 3.6883726 x 104 (GPa)2

~ =* = 49.8051 GPa .
0 b. = 747.27361 GPa

For copper, we used the standard MAGEE equation of
bl = 1151.9148 GPa

state for the hydrostat

b2 = 5525.1138 GPa
p = (a +bE+cE2)/(E+Ec)

a=aoP+alPIPl

b=bo+b1p+b2p2

C=co+clp

lJ=PfPo-l

E = poe

P. = 8.93

c = 3.9492613 X 10-3 (GPa)-l
o

c1
= 5.2883412 X 10-3 (GPa)-l

E= = 360 GPa .

For the material strength constants, all calcula-

tions used Y = 0.3 GPa for the yield strength and a
o

standard value of 47.7 GPa for the Lam& constant p.

Slip was allowed at the HE/copper interface.

Selected snapshots for the above-described MAGEE

calculations are shown in Fig. C–1 and input data are

given in Tablaa C-I through C-III.
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Fig. C-1. Snapshots from MAGEE calculations. The detonation runs downward. (a) Coarae mesh, Sec. V.A,
t = 11.7, initiation end. (b) Fine mesh, Sec. V.A, t = 15.1, rear end computation net after removal
of zones in rear. (c) Fine mash, Sec. V.A, t = 15.1, near detonation front. (d) Coarae mesh,
Sec. V.B, t = 17.5, initiation end.
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TABLE C-I

COARSE MAGEE, SEC. V .A, INPUT

●CC
f is., lIILE:SW CG*O1- itw

TCIJMF = G, 5,

cNct 1“,40,
lti AC: G,6,6,3,1,2, S.2, t,
6Ar. G=G, G. G, GG. G, 90, 00, G, O,

AKEAPcS=. T.,
FL ANC=. C., SUCLLIP.. F., Sw~c,..T., 5u~Nz07. , JR Aol&s. F..

nc.4Ewh N..7 .,
tFj N=G. .1,

PIWATA=22. 2G, la, ts..
TurUcs4C:12, S, i7, 2, 19, % 22, 2, 24,99,

7UDfA1-p:2,

JSFACI:1O. S. IsPACf. XIO,
C2LTAJ=. i, .G67666& cQTAi=-. iieli.

sltilJ=o.& S.l AATI=W.40, lLAsT.2G1. JL46T,14,
TflLM:G. .5. Tl~l N7=l Go, 10,

Mi=\4G, xm.

2AN=140, It. 1.66 S,- 10.0, 0, .S553% .366.
-W(i,2) :300, 15,6.9, -lEiG. 1-G. .39,

lCPLOl:G, .5s 6..5.
lVPLOl :0, .5, 6, .S,

~lLWW=O. 10, 0.1. %,
0, 5, 0, 1. i,
0.5, 0, 101,

0. % 0, 1, 10
0, 5.0, 1.1,
0, 5, 0, 101.
0, 5,0, 1, 1.

r.vmmflt, 1):601,

10. s. .5. 16.58 21, .s, 26.5,
10.5,.5, 16.5, 21,.5, 269.5,
0, 36.% G, 1.1,
2s.5. >O. s,25.5. 101,
20.5,25. s, 20.5, 1, 1,
16.5, 21. S, 16. S,1,1,
%Z.0,17.0,1Z .O .1.1.

7.5, i2. 5,07.5,1,1,
S. G,00.0,03. O,t.1,

Kvpl.orli, zl=cl, sot,
KVPLOX (i, S) =2. % 4, 5, 6, 7,
KCPL07 (!, 11=Z,3C 4, %6, 7,

KCF107110Z 1=0,203s4 5,61
Ccmr : 5DG, .1. .1..4,3,0. .1. .1,.4,30, .1, .1, .4, s,0.

.1, .1, .4, s,0, .1, . 1,.4.3.0. . 1,.1,.63,0,

A5XCSU

Ps2ARIN IRAO:500. ZLINE=30.4$. O, 10.
;6APCJ=Z,
VeIT=l# o, 0,

S2M06UEN
Vwlacmr 162 :lwstibvcl , ●2Ll Mz17, S01, s
P$umaAEs
●$uNXOK 1R2:l@SliA~Cl , IS2L1M=34, 301, s
PWWCNC I
●wttzolw ifiz:iwstlavcl , “tz LlM=5\, soil 1
PsuNxa. E s
PWMZG?W 162 :tGwswAUCI , fiZLl M=64, 301, I

PSUNZCWE $
?lUNZCWC 162: 164SWAVCI , ax LlM=6s, sot, $

P61,1%”CUC J

PSsu b
. . . . .+ . . . . . . . ...*... lIIC r.2LL_!NC CAA05 W-t ACCEO & MACCE

t8CJhh JuSCC ciAL* AN 1*C A6StNCt Of OTtifA 6WIN CA4CS.

●u**** M*.*,****************** . . . . . . . . . . .

IACCEC 67 MAG~f.1
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TAELE C-II

FINE MAGEE, SEC. V.A, INPUT

00/ 2S’ n

ACO

?Sw lITLf=$LN C06-01- tuv
TmlM?s o. 5,

f)iol 1M=40,
1- AO=6, 6,6, 3. l,Z, S.2, t.

8ANC:G, 0,0, YO,O. 90,90.0,0,
AIIEAW.. T.,

PLANC=. F.. SUELLIP=. f., SUKECT:. T., SUWN=. T., Jll AD IAA=. f.,
KWRAaN:. T..

TPIN=O. .1,

P: NCA1A:22, 2G, i~, 16
TUN7LWE=12, S. 1?.2, 19. S,52? .2.24,99,

Fuoca. L=20

JsPACE=20, & lSPACf=SOO,
OQ.TAJ=. G5, .0336335, cELThl=-. os9o5s.

ST ARIJ=O.0, ST MT1=50.4$, lLA41=SOi. JL4AT=27.
T~lLMs6. .5. liIUINTZi Ga$ to.

M1=140, S00.
22 N=140, 12, t. S6S, - 10, 0, 0, .S55Ss .644.

CKU1l.2)=>G0, ls, $.e, -lcio, 1600. .s90
lCPLUTSO ..5, 6..5, 10.5,.5, 14, .s, 21..5. z6.#. s*
lVPLOT=O. .5, 6..5, 10.5,.5, 16, .s. 21, .s0 26.5,

rILMLh4=0. to, O, t, 1, o,30. s.o, l,i#
0, s, 0, 1,i, ?.s.5,30.5.25. % i, 10
O,s, ooi, i, 20.5. ?.5.5. 20. S, 1,1,
0.5.0,1,1. i6. 5, 21. S. 16. S, 1.1,
0, s, 0.1.1. 12.0, 17.0, i2. o, i, 1,
0.5,0.1. ;. T.5, \2.5,07.5,1. i,

0.5,0, 1, $. So, 0$.0,0%0, 1.1,
KVfLOl 1 i, i) =-1.
f. VPL07 I 1.2).0,5B2.
avPLol t 1, s) =2, % 4, 5, & 7,

XCI’4.C7::. :;. s. :, t. :, c. :,
RCPLOTI1, 21=0, 2, s, 4, 5, 6!

ccc?Ars 580, .i, .i, .4. %o, .10. S..4S, G .1. .s, .4, s,0,
.s. .1, .4, s,0. .;. .1. .4,%0, .i*. i,.4, s,o,

S2N08U
●S@MN lRAO=SOO, ZLl NfS30.49.0, 20,

12N?CJS20
VB17. !, O,O,

8tNO@N
PSUNZC?4C lRZ xILNsMAVEI . RZL1NS340 sol, s
P$uwc?w1
●SuNZ@4f ltlX=l OiASHAVfl , aZLlM=66, 301, $
?8UNZU4C s

?luWCM laZXICuWMAVfl . RZL!NZtllU 301, 8
Vaut’ucuc #

Pw?ucwc l@I.laNs NAvfl , BZL$MSi S& S01, I
PsuNZ~CJ

?IUNZCNC !RZZ1ONSMAVCI . ●2LIMz170,30i, s
P8UNZCWC s
Pssu J

. . . ..80.00 ..*. **o.*. lMC fOi LWINC CAAOS WOIf AOOCO W MACCC ●mm*** w*em***.******* ***** ****e ***. *s*me

P86MM SU5CC CULV IN lHC A6sfNCC Of 07UE4 WCN CAAOS. IAOOCO 6? MJGEC)

.
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TABLE C-III

(COARSE)MAGEE, SEC. V.B, INPUT

NOUAG
Pssu TIIL[.50H C06-01-IIVII ob/OB/73

muw. 0.5.
lcRAK1.3.3 .3.3.1, z.3.2.,?. ms)TlM=40..
I?AW>-O. O. 0.90,0. W.90,0. O.

AR CAPES.. T..
PLAK.. r., SKLLIP-. f., SIXKCT. .T. . ~-. l., mAOIU..rO,

I’11.159.3SI.

CK-159.1?. .l. eQ, -l. C*. E.545.. ?0493. .%7?la7.. ~.4.6O.
I .35. .25. .%9905077.

Uw2LmA=.1..
TPIM.tl. .l.

PIM)AIA.?8 ..18..11* .l*..lO?. .,6..8.,6..
.n3EG%?,
ELSl=. t.. ESCVII.1)0331 .11*0 .. W7..003.

JSPACE. !O.3. ISPACE=300,
=L?AJ-. 127. .oe6662.6wi. OELTAI - -.1%

STARTJ=O. O. START 1930.*8, ILAST=301. A.AST=14.
Tfl Lt4.0. .5.llPR[NT-100.1O.
TCPLO1-O, .5.3, .5.6. .5.9. .S,
TPPLO1.O. .5.3. .6.5. .5.9..5.
TWLOI.O. .5.3. .6.! E.9E.9. .5,
~ILtCW!.0,25,0 .5.5.15 .~0,0.5.5.l .4.1 .S.3.29.32.29.3.3.

l.*.l.303.27 .-.?7.3.3.1 .4,1.3.3.2% .~.2*.3.3.1 .4.1,3.3.Zl .~.?l ,3.3,
KPPLolt l.1!.1.l.l.l.
KPPLOTI I.? I .2.3.4.5.
KCWOT(I .11- I. I.l .1,
ucPLoT11,21 .2.3. b.s.
KW1-OTl l .1)-1,1.1,1.
KVPLOTI I. ZI-2.3,4.5.

CCCWT=. !,. I..4,3, O. .1..1 ..403.0. .IO.l..*.3,0.
..1. .%.3.0,!

SEmsu
PSmmA IRAO=300. ZLIW=30. W.0.100

16RPCJ=?.
VBIT. I.0,0,

3E~
Pmu s

. . . . . . . . . ...000.00.. 1- ~&L~l)@ c= ~~ -g By ~~~

PSBLR3N SU530 WY IN WE A6SENCE Of OTNER 8(ARN CMOS.

.I..1..3. O.O.

.I’I. . . . . . . . . . . . . ●. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[AfYXOEYHAOEEI

AL TEREO HATER I AL 159 Ii?
. IE40000000E.01
.+600000000E*OI

o.
0.
0.

AL IEREO MATERIAL 3~1 p

.8W9999900E.01

.55251 13eooE. ol
o.
0.
0.

-. 1000ooOOOOE+O5
. I 350000000C ●OI

o.
0.
0.

-. 1000OOOOOOE*O.?
.3949,s’61300C*O0

o.
0.
0.

.B5$$5000000E*OI

.2500000000E*O0
o.
0.
0.

,4657832300E*OI
.5.T!EB341200C*O0

o.
0.
0.

.Z049300000E*O0

.49 B0507700E*O0
o.
0.
0.

.366837 ?600C.01

.3600000100C*OI
o.
0.
0.

.5297218700E-00
o.
0.
0.
0.

.7*72736100E.01

.4770000000C.00
o.
0.
0.

.8800000000C.00
o.
0.
0.
0.

.[15191480CIC.02
.3000000000E-O?

o.
0.
0.
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